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Abstract: “A picture is worth a thousand words”. Analysis of the visual content of tourist photos
is an effective way to explore the image of tourist destinations. With the development of computer
deep learning and big data mining technology, identifying the content of massive numbers of tourist
photos by convolutional neural network (CNN) approaches breaks through the limitations of manual
approaches of identifying photos’ visual information, e.g., small sample size, complex identification
process, and results deviation. In this study, 531,629 travel photos of Jiangxi were identified as 365
scenes through deep learning technology. Through the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model, five
major tourism topics are found and visualized by map. Then, we explored the spatial and temporal
distribution characteristics of different tourism scenes based on hot spot analysis technology and
the seasonal evaluation index. Our research shows that the visual content mining on travel photos
makes it possible to understand the tourism destination image and to reveal the temporal and spatial
heterogeneity of the image, thereby providing an important reference for tourism marketing.
Keywords: tourism destination image; visual content analysis; social network services; big data;
spatiotemporal analysis

1. Introduction
Tourism destination image (TDI) refers to the collection of people’s ideas, thoughts, and impressions
of a tourist destination, which plays an important role in the process of tourists choosing a destination,
as well as the selection of the appropriate destination marketing strategies [1,2]. A good tourism image
enhances the competitiveness of the destination tourism [3], which improves the satisfaction and
loyalty of tourists, and benefits the long-term development of tourist destinations. Traditional TDI
research tends to rely on questionnaires or interviews to collect data from tourists or volunteers for
TDI measurement [1], which are laborious, costly, and time consuming. These methods can be applied
to the study of a tourism image on a small spatial scale. However, the tourism image of a destination is
usually affected by the spatial distribution of tourism resources [4], and the scenery usually changes
seasonally [5]. It is more challenging, yet meaningful, to develop the research framework of the spatial
and temporal distribution of the tourism image. It is of great significance for researchers, tourism
managers, and destination marketing organizations (DMO) to understand how tourists perceive scenic
spots on a regional scale at different places.
Since the emergence of Web 2.0 applications, a massive amount of geo-tagged travel photos
have been shared online and especially on social media [2]; the photos describe every scenic spot
of a destination. Compared with statistical data, expert consultation, and questionnaire survey,
this user-generated content (UGC) provides credible and relatively easy-to-obtain data for tourism
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image research. Moreover, computer vision technology based on deep learning identifies visual content
and the achieved progress over the recent years is obvious [6,7]; its powerful ability in automatic image
feature learning and representation has been improved greatly, which makes it possible to study visual
images based on massive photo data. This has been widely used in various fields and has led to great
success [6,8].
Tourism image research has been conducted since the early 1970s [9] and comprises many related
studies to date. With the rapid development of deep learning technology and big data technology,
using UGC data to carry out tourism image research has become a new hot spot in tourism research.
However, there has been less research on tourism image based on the visual content of massive
social media photos, as most of the research focuses on the text content of social media [10,11] or
the metadata of photos [8,12–14]. Sheng [15] found that the content of online photos is also very
important for researchers to understand the destination image. Many studies have confirmed this
view. For example, Kim [16] analyzes Seoul’s tourism image by using the visual content of tourists’
photos, and Stepchenkova [17] compares the differences of Peru’s image reflected by DMO photos and
UGC photos. However, most studies have focused on analyzing photos of specific countries, cities, or
scenic spots. There have been no studies to analyze in detail the tourism image of the province by
categorizing the photos posted by tourists at all attractions in the province. Therefore, a well-known
problem in past studies is that it does not take into account the spatial and temporal distribution of
tourism image.
The purpose of this research is to analyze the tourism image of tourist attractions and explore
the temporal and spatial characteristics of different images by analyzing the photos uploaded on SNS
by tourists. More concretely, a deep learning approach is used to identify the tourism scenes in the
photos of a scenic spot. The approach allows accurate identification of 365 scenes like mountains,
lakes, gardens, etc. Furthermore, the latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) model is applied to establish
a model according to the set topic to distinguish the classification of tourism image. The hot spots
and cold spots distribution maps of various tourism scenes were drawn, and the spatial distribution
characteristics of tourism images were revealed through spatial analyses. Calculation of the seasonal
intensity index and seasonal change index of each tourism scene through temporal analysis was
conducted to explore the low and peak seasons of the scenes. The results take researchers and tourism
managers one step closer to a better understanding of scenic spots by exploring underlying tourism
spatiotemporal heterogeneity patterns and revealing the impact factors of tourism image.
2. Literature Review
Photography has been inseparable from tourism since its birth. Photographs are an important
medium for perceiving the image of a tourist destination, which not only contains an objective
description of the tourist destination [18], yet also reflects the subjective feelings of tourists [3,19]. For a
long time, many scholars have used photos for research in the field of tourism.
Early scholars mostly focused on using pictures in traditional media, such as postcards [20,21],
commercials [22], and guidebooks [23], to explore the image of tourist destinations. The photos on these
media are all carefully taken by destination management organizations and commercial photographers.
Researchers can only passively respond to these existing photos, which greatly limits the accuracy of the
research. Stepchenkova found that there is a significant difference between the image of the destination
management organization and the tourism photos shared by tourists [17]. There are also researchers
who use visitor-employed photography (VEP) to obtain pictures of tourist destinations [24,25], which
assigns cameras to tourists and requires them to photograph attractions according to prescribed
research standards. Garrod’s research shows that the content of the photos obtained through VEP and
the photos on the postcards are not the same, for example, the presence of water bodies is significantly
more likely to be a prominent feature of postcards than it is of tourist photographs [24]. However,
obtaining photos is still difficult and costly based on the VEP. The research [24] obtained 164 photos.
The research [25] obtained 1748 photos in 24 days. In recent years, with the popularity of smartphones
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and the booming development of various social media and photo sharing platforms, researchers can
obtain pictures of destinations from more channels. Some studies are based on online search engines
to collect photographs related to the destination [17,26,27], in which researchers generally use multiple
keywords to find the destination’s website, and then download photos from the website. With the
popularity of new online communities (Flickr, Twitter, Panoramio, etc.), more and more tourists are
willing to share their travel experiences on these social network sites (SNSs). There are millions of travel
photos shared by users on the platform. As a result, researchers are paying more and more attention to
SNS photos as a source of understanding TDI [18,28,29]. Compared with search engines, there are more
photos on SNS, and these photos can be used to objectively reflect the image of tourist destinations.
To explore the valuable information hidden in the photo data for tourism research, researchers
have conducted various aspects of work. Most existing studies conducted analyses indirectly on the
metadata embedded in photos [2], which fall into four primary categories in the tourism field [2]:
application of user-related information (such as photo ID and user ID) in the photo to analyze the
portrait of visitors [28]; focus on time information (shooting date and upload date) and estimation
of visit duration at a tourist site [14]; analysis of the spatial distribution characteristics of tourist
destinations based on geographic information (latitude and longitude) [8]; and selection of the most
suitable tag to describe the destination based on the analysis of the text information (title, description,
and label) [13]. These studies can effectively filter out useful information from the metadata of tourism
photos and provide a novel, reliable, and low-cost research data source for tourism destination image
research. However, photo data involves a lot of interesting information apart from metadata [2].
With the development of deep learning technology, new powerful photo mining technologies have
emerged, which can be applied directly to the photo rather than the metadata embedded in photos.
Using deep learning to analyze the visual content of UGC photos, Zhang has made a lot of attempts in
the field of city image [19,30]. He first proposed a framework, which uses street view images to predict
the human perception score of an urban image along with six perception indicators: safety, liveliness,
boredom, affluence, depression, and beauty [19]. A later study, based on the previous framework,
found many inconspicuous yet popular restaurants and beautiful but unpopular outdoor places in
Beijing [30]. Besides, there are many studies based on deep learning that analyze city images [16,31,32].
Nevertheless, in the field of tourism, this is the starting era for the deep learning approach, and there
are only a few similar studies [28,33].
Thus, tourist photos have always been the key data for tourism research. However, previous
studies had some limitations due to the lack of adequate data and efficient methods for quantification
of the visual aspects of tourist destinations. In the era of the social network rise, it is an inevitable
trend to use deep mining to apply visual image content to tourism research.
3. Materials and Methods
In the following section, we introduce the study area, UGC photo data, and analysis
method of photo visual content, including scene classification, topic clustering, spatial analysis,
and temporal analysis.
3.1. Study Area and Materials Characteristics
Located in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River in China, Jiangxi Province has
a total area of 169,000 square kilometers and a population of 46.661 million (Figure 1). Jiangxi
Province is located in the middle subtropics, the monsoon climate is remarkable, the four seasons show
picturesque changes in scenery, the ecology is good, and the tourism resources are rich. Poyang Lake,
the largest freshwater lake in China, is located in Jiangxi Province. There are many world-class tourist
attractions located around Poyang Lake, such as Lushan Mountain, Jingdezhen, Wuyuan, Sanqing
Mountain, Guifeng, Longhu Mountain, and others (as shown in Figure A1). These attractions include
mountains, lakes, ancient villages, ceramic art, and religious culture, and are considered to be “the
most Chinese” tourist route, which is popular among both domestic and foreign tourists. In 2019,
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the province received 790.783 million domestic tourists, while visitor expenditures amounted to a
total of 959.67 billion yuan (data source: official website of Jiangxi Provincial People’s government
(http://www.jiangxi.gov.cn/art/2020/3/17/art_5472_1591893.html)). Therefore, Jiangxi’s tourism industry
has a pivotal role in the local economy. Strengthening the study of tourism flow in Jiangxi Province
plays a key role in the integration of regional tourism resources, and it is of great significance to
promote the sustainable development of tourism in Jiangxi Province.

Figure 1. The geographic location of Jiangxi Province and the spatial distribution of photo collection
points (scenic spots). Figure A1 shows the topographic map of Jiangxi Province and the distribution of
main tourist attractions.

Mafengwo.com is a Chinese travel SNS website that enables users to share travel experiences.
It has many users and provides massive amounts of data. Since the launch of the online operation
of Mafengwo.com in 2006, the number of registered users continued to rise. By 2018, the number of
users exceeded 100 million. In comparison with the online travel agency (OTA), such as Ctrip.com
and Qunar.com, Mafengwo.com is a travel social sharing website focusing on user-generated content
(UGC). It is more focused on users’ original and shared content. The comments in it are authentic and
proactive and therefore have high research value. People can learn the user’s true feelings from the
content generated by the user. The research team first collected 2540 attractions and their geographical
coordinates in Jiangxi Province, and then collected 531,629 travel photos of the attractions uploaded by
users from January 2015 to June 2020.
3.2. Convolutional Neural Networks for Scene Classification
To explore the characteristics of attractions, scene recognition technology was applied for the
identification of the scenes of tourist photos. The common tourism classes, which can be detected in the
scene classification, include a mountain, pagoda, field, village, forest, lake, etc. In this work, the scene
classification model Places365-CNN [7] is used to extract the scenes in the attractions. Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) trained on the Places2 Database, Places365-CNN can recognize the 365
different classes of scene/location and the class activation map that indicates the discriminative image
regions used by the CNN to identify that category (Figure 2C). The choice of Places365-CNN is based
on two key reasons. Firstly, its model is built on a large-scale data set. Places2 Database contains more
than 10 million images comprising 400+ unique scene categories, which is designed following the
principles of human visual cognition [7]. The dataset features 5000 to 30,000 training images per class,
consistent with real-world frequencies of occurrence. Second, Places365-CNN provides AlexNet [34],
ResNet (ResNet18 and ResNet50; the following numbers indicate the number of layers of the neural
network) [35], DenseNet161 [36], and multiple prediction trained models, which we can use directly.

1 tourism scene classification, making the results more explanatory. The real world is complicated,
and various scenes are crisscrossed. For example, the place in the first photo of Figure 2C is a
combination of various scenes of village, valley, and mountains. Therefore, this study draws on the
DEMO (http://places2.csail.mit.edu/demo.html) processing method and determines that the scene
categories
with a2020,
probability
higher than 0.1 in the classification results of each photo are valid.
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Finally, we got a frequency of 365 types of scenes for each scenic spot.

Figure 2. (A) The DenseNet161 [36] model
model for
for detecting
detecting scenes in photos. The model can predict 365
real scenes. (B) Accuracy comparison of four convolutional neural network models. Top-N
Top-N accuracy
means that the model that gives N highest probability tourism scenes that must match the expected
scene. (C) The class activation maps (CAMs) of the scene detection results.

The runScene
of theClustering
prediction
trained
models to get the scene prediction from the photos, as well as
3.3. Tourism
Based
on LDA
the prediction results, were sorted out according to the scene possibility (Figure 2A). The research
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an unsupervised machine learning technology, which uses
team used 36,500 photos in the validation set of places2 dataset to test the four models, respectively,
a
three-level
Bayesian probability model to identify the hidden topic information in documents [38].
which showed that the DenseNet161 model had the highest accuracy 56.16% for top-1 accuracy and
Its
main idea is the following: a document is composed by selecting a topic with a certain probability,
86.15% for top-5 accuracy on the validation set (Figure 2B). Therefore, the DenseNet161 prediction
and selecting a word from the topic with a certain probability, that is, a document represents a
trained model was used to extract scenes from the travel photos we collected. As shown in Figure 2C,
probability distribution composed of several topics, and each topic represents a probability
the class activation maps (CAMs) [37], generated by mapping the predicted class scores back to the
distribution composed of several words. In this study, we regard a tourism attraction as a "document"
previous convolutional layer, are used to highlight the discriminative image regions used for the top
and a scene in a tourism attraction as a “word” in the “document”, in order to find out the theme of
1 tourism scene classification, making the results more explanatory. The real world is complicated,
the tourism attraction and the scenes contained in the theme. It is very important to select the
and various scenes are crisscrossed. For example, the place in the first photo of Figure 2C is a
appropriate number of topics in the LDA model. Too many topics will lead to many meaningless
combination of various scenes of village, valley, and mountains. Therefore, this study draws on the
topics, and too few topics will make a topic too general, which will affect the accuracy of the results.
DEMO (http://places2.csail.mit.edu/demo.html) processing method and determines that the scene
Ldavis [39] was used to confirm the number of topics of attractions. Ldavis provides a global view of
categories with a probability higher than 0.1 in the classification results of each photo are valid. Finally,
the topics (and how they differ from each other), while at the same time allowing for a deep inspection
we got a frequency of 365 types of scenes for each scenic spot.
of the terms most highly associated with each topic [39].
We have
done
many experiments
on the choice of the number of topics. Figure 3 shows the
3.3. Tourism
Scene
Clustering
Based on LDA
Ldavis's evaluation of the topic classification in each experiment. The results show that the LDA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an unsupervised machine learning technology, which uses a
model can clearly classify tourism attractions into two to five topics. It also shows that setting the
three-level Bayesian probability model to identify the hidden topic information in documents [38].
number of topics higher than five does not improve the modeling of topics significantly, and the
Its main idea is the following: a document is composed by selecting a topic with a certain probability,
and selecting a word from the topic with a certain probability, that is, a document represents a
probability distribution composed of several topics, and each topic represents a probability distribution
composed of several words. In this study, we regard a tourism attraction as a “document” and a scene
in a tourism attraction as a “word” in the “document”, in order to find out the theme of the tourism
attraction and the scenes contained in the theme. It is very important to select the appropriate number
of topics in the LDA model. Too many topics will lead to many meaningless topics, and too few topics
will make a topic too general, which will affect the accuracy of the results. Ldavis [39] was used to
confirm the number of topics of attractions. Ldavis provides a global view of the topics (and how they
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differ from each other), while at the same time allowing for a deep inspection of the terms most highly
associated with each topic [39].
We have done many experiments on the choice of the number of topics. Figure 3 shows the
Ldavis’s evaluation of the topic classification in each experiment. The results show that the LDA model
can clearly classify tourism attractions into two to five topics. It also shows that setting the number of
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3.4. Spatial Analysis
3.4. Spatial Analysis
The tourism image is affected by the natural environment and human factors, and there are
The tourism image is affected by the natural environment and human factors, and there are spatial
spatial differences. Hot spot analysis can identify the spatial distribution of high value and low value
differences. Hot spot analysis can identify the spatial distribution of high value and low value cluster
cluster of different tourism scenes, and can effectively reflect the spatial relevance of each tourism
of different tourism scenes, and can effectively
reflect the spatial relevance of each tourism image.
image. This paper uses the Getis-Ord
𝐺𝑖∗ statistic [41] to identify the hot spot and cold spot areas of
This paper uses the Getis-Ord G∗i statistic
[41] to identify the hot spot and cold spot areas of the main
the main tourism scenes. The formula is as follows:
tourism scenes. The formula is as follows:
𝑛
∑𝑛
𝑤
𝑗=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 𝑥𝑗 −𝑋 ∑𝑗=1
Pn 𝑖,𝑗 ,
𝐺𝑖∗ =Pn
2
w
x
−
X
𝑛 j=1 w
i,j
i,j j2
(2)
j=[𝑛
1 ∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 −(∑𝑗=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 ) ]
√
G∗i = 𝑆r
,
(2)


 
n

𝑛−1
2
j=1 wi,j −

Pn

Pn

j=1 wi,j

2

S
where 𝑥𝑗 is the number of photos of a certain
scene in
n−1tourist attraction j, 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 is the spatial weight
between tourist attraction i and j, n is equal to the total number of tourist attractions, and:
where x j is the number of photos of a certain scene in tourist attraction j, wi,j is the spatial weight
∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑥𝑗
between tourist attraction i and j, n is equal to𝑋the
(3)
= total .number of tourist attractions, and:
𝑛

Pn
𝑛
j=21 x j
∑
𝑗=1 𝑥𝑗
X
=
.
(4)(3)
√
𝑆=
n − (𝑋)2
𝑛
sP
n
2
The Gi* statistic returned for each tourist attraction
is a 2z-score [41]. For positive 𝐺𝑖∗ , the larger
j=1 x j
∗
S=
− ((hot
X) spot). For negative 𝐺 ∗ , the smaller the
(4)
the 𝐺𝑖 is, the more intense the clustering
of high n
values
𝑖
∗
𝐺𝑖 is, the more intense the clustering of low values (cold spot).

3.5. Analysis Method of the Temporal Variation
To quantify the temporal differences of tourism images in Jiangxi Province, the seasonal
intensity index and seasonal variation index are introduced to explore the temporal distribution of
various scenes. The seasonal intensity index is used to measure the concentration of tourism scenes
in the time distribution. The formula is as follows:
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The G∗i statistic returned for each tourist attraction is a z-score [41]. For positive G∗i , the larger the
is, the more intense the clustering of high values (hot spot). For negative G∗i , the smaller the G∗i is,
the more intense the clustering of low values (cold spot).
G∗i

3.5. Analysis Method of the Temporal Variation
To quantify the temporal differences of tourism images in Jiangxi Province, the seasonal intensity
index and seasonal variation index are introduced to explore the temporal distribution of various
scenes. The seasonal intensity index is used to measure the concentration of tourism scenes in the time
distribution. The formula is as follows:
Pn
R=

− 8.33)2
12

i = 1 ( Xi

(5)

The R in the formula (5) represents the seasonal intensity index of the scene calculated monthly.
The larger the R is, the more significant the fluctuation during the low season and peak season will be,
which indicates that the scene is more concentrated in the time distribution; the smaller the R value is,
the smaller the difference between the low season and peak season will be, which indicates that the
scene is more stable in the time distribution. Xi is the proportion of the scene during the ith month
in the total volume of the same scene during the whole year, and 12 in the formula (5) represents 12
months in one year, and 8.33 is equivalent to 100/12.
The seasonal variation index is an average that can be used to compare an actual observation
relative to what it would be if there were no seasonal variation. This paper uses it to measure the peak
season and low season of a scene, so as to compare the tourism image of different seasons. The formula
is as follows:
(6)
mi = mi /m.
In formula (6), mi is the seasonal variation index in the ith month, mi is the average number of
a scene in the ith month for many years, i=1, 2, 3 . . . 12; m is the average value of the same scene in
all months. mi reflects the monthly average change of the tourism scene. If the value of mi is higher,
it indicates that the month is the peak season of the tourism scene.
4. Results
This chapter introduces the main results we got. In the first part, we introduce the main tourism
scenes and the main tourism LDA topics composed of tourism scenes in Jiangxi. In the second part,
the spatial distribution characteristics of the tourism image are introduced. The third part introduces
the temporal distribution characteristics of the tourism image.
4.1. Overall Image
4.1.1. Classification Results of Tourism Scenes
First of all, the research team conducted scene detection on 53,1629 photos uploaded by tourists in
all tourist attractions to identify the most likely scene tags. These photos represent 344 scenes out of
365 scenes in places365. The 20 scenes with a proportion of 1% or above among 344 scenes are shown
in Figure 4 and the sum of the number of appearances of these scenes accounts for 40.69% of the total.
Therefore, it was assumed that these scenes can represent the main image of tourist destinations in
Jiangxi Province.
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topic 2, topic 3, topic 4, and topic 5 are 0.264, 0.203, 0.11, and 0.105, respectively. Since LDA is an
at 2540 attractions. Topic 1 is the most popular topic, with a probability of 0.318. The probabilities of
unsupervised clustering method, the semantics of the generated categories need to be identified
topic 2, topic 3, topic 4, and topic 5 are 0.264, 0.203, 0.11, and 0.105, respectively. Since LDA is an
unsupervised clustering method, the semantics of the generated categories need to be identified
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Table 1. Cont.
Topic Name

Relevant
Tourism Scenes

Image of Urban
Tourism

Bridge, lake,
skyscraper,
coffee shop,
museum, moat,
highway, etc.

Image of Water

Creek, waterfall,
swimming hole,
pond, hot
spring, etc.

Image of Rural
Tourism

Field, vineyard,
farm, vegetable
garden, etc.

Description
From the scenes of a skyscraper, a coffee shop, a highway, and a movie
theater in Figure 6D, it can be inferred that this topic is related to urban
tourism, although these scenes are not significant in Figure 5. The reason why
the bridge and lake scenes appear in this topic is that Jiangxi has a dense
water network. The five major rivers, including Ganjiang, Fuhe, Xinjiang,
Raohe, and Xiuhe, basically flow through all the cities in Jiangxi. These rivers
play an important role in urban tourism.
Water as a tourist resource is the basic element of landscape composition.
Figure 6E shows that the image of water includes aqueducts and creeks in
cities or villages, as well as ponds and waterfalls in the mountains. Therefore,
swimming and hot springs are important tourism activities in Jiangxi.
As a major agricultural province, Jiangxi has abundant rural tourism
resources. In addition to visiting ancient buildings in the village, mentioned
in topic 1, tourists mainly go to rural areas to eat farm meals, live in
farmhouses, do farm work and enjoy farm activities. These scenes can be
found in Figure 6F.

4.2. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Tourism Image
4.2.1. Spatial Distribution of LDA Topics
Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of LDA topics at the county level. Topic 1 (ritual architecture
and village) is the most widely distributed. Almost all counties have tourist attractions related to this
topic in Jiangxi Province, and many counties have many such attractions. Jiangxi has a profound
cultural background, and many ancient buildings and villages have been preserved, which has become
a major feature of Jiangxi tourism. In addition, topic 3 (urban tourism) and topic 5 (rural tourism) are
widely distributed, but there are not many prominent counties. Among them, Nanchang and Ganzhou
are the prominent areas of urban tourism. Since Nanchang is the provincial capital and Ganzhou is the
provincial sub-central city, their urbanization process is relatively fast. Wuyuan has the most scenic
spots related to rural tourism. Wuyuan has become a well-known town in the world features in famous
Huizhou local culture as well as charming idyllic scenery, known as the most beautiful village in China.
Topic 2 (mountain) and topic 4 (water) are natural scenery tourism, and the distribution of related
tourism attractions is closely related to the distribution of mountains and water systems in Jiangxi.
4.2.2. Results of Hot Spot Analysis
We use the spatial statistics toolbox of ArcGIS Pro software (https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/
products/arcgis-pro/overview) to calculate Gi* statistics, which can automatically calculate statistical
significance and divide it into four confidence intervals: 99%, 95%, 90%, and no significance. From the
overall observation of Figure 8, it can be highlighted that the cold and hot spots of different tourism
scenes spatially have a certain degree of consistency. The hot spots of the mountain scene are
distributed in the northeast and southwest of Jiangxi. The five most famous mountains in Jiangxi
(Lu Mountain, Jinggang Mountain, Wugong Mountain, Sanqing Mountain, Longhu Mountain) are
in these areas. The spatial distribution of cold and hot spots in Cliff, butte, valley, mountain path
rainforest, and waterfall is similar to the spatial distribution in the mountains. This shows the image of
the mountain scenic spot in Jiangxi that has diverse shapes of the mountains, including steep cliffs and
towering butte. There are forests in the mountains, paths in the forests, and waterfalls along the paths.
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The hot spot distribution map of the village scene shows that there is no doubt that Wuyuan is
the most obvious rural tourism destination. Combining the hot distribution maps of a slum, field,
and rice paddy scenes, it can be inferred that scenes, such as ancient villages and rice fields, are the
characteristics of Wuyuan. From the overall point of view, Wuyuan is almost a hot spot for all tourist
scenes. This shows that Wuyuan is a destination with extremely rich tourism resources.
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Figure 9. (A) Monthly changes in the quantity of photos uploaded by tourists. (B) The seasonal
intensity index of the main tourism scenes. The orange line represents the average value of all scenes,
which is 4.20. (C) The seasonal variation index of the main tourism scenes.

Figure 9B shows the seasonal intensity index of 20 major tourism scenes and the mean value of all
tourism scenes. It can be seen that the seasonal intensity index of rural image-related scenes, such as
village, field, rice paddy, and slum, is relatively large, which indicates that the rural tourism image of
Jiangxi Province has a large range of changes throughout the year, with significant seasonal differences,
with an obvious peak season and off-season, showing the characteristics of imbalance in the time
distribution. Combining Figure 9C, it becomes obvious that the seasonal variation index of scenes is
related to rural image fluctuation significantly, showing a "peak-like" distribution. Overall, the peak
appears in March, indicating that March is the most frequent month for tourists to visit the countryside.
Since the proportion of mountain image-related scenes is the highest among all the scenes, it can be
assumed that the seasonal intensity index of these scenes is close to the average value of all scenes.
Opposite to the rural image, the mountain image presents the "valley like" distribution characteristics,
and the valley value appears in March. The seasonal variation index of mountain image-related scenes
was the highest from July to August. Moreover, the temporal change trend of the rain forest and sky
scene is very similar to the mountain image, which shows that there is a great relationship between the
two and the mountain image. The seasonal intensity index of water image-related scenes is relatively
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small, and the fluctuation is relatively small with the change of seasons. The seasonal variation index
of canyon and waterfall is similar to that of the mountain image, while canal and moat are similar to
the rural image. The seasonal intensity index of scenes related to the ritual architecture image and
museum is significantly lower than the mean value. As the tourism scenes are not affected by the
seasonal climate, the seasonal variation index is between 0.9 and 1.3, which is not obvious in the low
season and peak season.
5. Discussion
The result of content analysis on Jiangxi’s tourism photo reveals the spatial and temporal
heterogeneity of different scenic spots. It helps to understand the tourism image for different scenic
spots in Jiangxi Province, and thereby reveals the natural characteristics and cultural heritage of
the scenic spot, which are meaningful for promoting tourism marketing and enhancing destination
attractiveness. The main discussion points are as follows.
(1) There are rich and distinctive tourism resources in Jiangxi Province. Because of its unique
geographical location and humanistic environment, mountain scenery, ritual architecture, and rural
countryside are the most popular tourist images, which are far more concerned than other images,
and are the core attraction of Jiangxi tourism. However, the image of Jiangxi’s urban tourism is not
obvious, and there is no particularly eye-catching urban tourism scene.
(2) The tourism image of Jiangxi shows obvious spatial heterogeneity. Overall, different counties
have a different emphasis on the topic of tourism. Ritual architecture and village, urban, and rural
images are widely distributed, but there are many popular counties with the topic of ritual buildings
and village, while there are few popular counties with the topic of urban and the topic of rural.
The scenic spots related to the topic of mountains are located around Jiangxi Province, and those
related to the topic of water are distributed in the counties where the five major rivers pass, which
is influenced by the geographical environment. In addition, the spatial distribution of scenic spots
with the same topic is also different. For example, from the point of view of topography and geology,
mountains in different places have different appearances, and different historical human settlements
make mountains in different places have unique cultural tourism scenes.
(3) There are significant seasonal differences in many tourist scenes in Jiangxi, with an obvious
peak and off-season like fields in spring and mountains in summer. Seasonal tourism scenes should
be the focus of tourism marketing in each season. Although historical architectural scenes, such as
palaces and temples, are less affected by seasonal changes, these scenes have attracted more attention
from tourists almost throughout the year and can become auxiliary elements of tourism marketing in
each season.
Based on the above analysis of the tourism image of Jiangxi, we make two suggestions for
the DMOs. On the one hand, it is necessary to maintain the characteristics of the scenic spot and
take advantage of the advantages of different seasons. Each season has its natural beauty and
cultural characteristics. Therefore, the scenic area should fully explore the tourism characteristics of
different seasons. On the other hand, it is necessary to give full play to geographical advantages, link
surrounding scenic spots, and promote diversified tourism. Scenic spots can complement each other’s
resources, integrate each other’s advantageous resources, and jointly develop the market to create a
win-win situation.
This study not only studied the tourism image of different scenic spots in Jiangxi Province
based on visual content analysis technology but also provides a new big data-based methodological
framework for the comprehensive perception of tourism image. The technical innovations are as
follows. Compared with the 103 scenes in study [28], the scene classification technology used in
this article can classify more travel scenes. Meanwhile, the LDA topic clustering technology was
applied to process tourism scenes of photos to discover the classification of tourism in Jiangxi Province.
In particular, the same type of study [3,16,17] often ignores the spatial and temporal characteristics of
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the tourism image. To fill this gap, hot spot analysis and the tourism season index were adopted in
our framework.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
The tourism image is the core element that characterizes destination characteristics. In this
study, we proposed a data-driven framework for tourism destination image characterization with the
support of UGC photographs data. First, Places365-CNN, an image recognition method based on
CNN, was used to extract and quantify scenes of the tourism destination from traveler photographs.
On this basis, LDA, a text analysis method, innovatively was used to mine the visual topics of tourist
attractions. We found that the tourist attractions in Jiangxi Province can be clustered into five topics:
ritual architecture and village, mountain, urban, water, and rural. Then, this study specifically focused
on the temporal and spatial characteristics of tourism images and found that both are significantly
heterogeneous. From the spatial dimension, the diversity of topography and regional culture is an
important factor affecting the spatial pattern of tourism image. From the temporal dimension, this
study compared the intensity of seasonal variation of tourism scenes, and found the off-season and
peak season. On the whole, we developed a big data analytic profile for Jiangxi’s tourism image based
on travel photos.
It must be acknowledged that research based on big data has limitations. For example, users of
social media, such as Mafengwo.com, are generally young people. Therefore, using these data may
ignore some social groups, such as children, the elderly, the poor, and foreign tourists [11]. However,
compared to the traditional survey method, such as visitor-employed photography, more travel photos
from SNS can be obtained in a fast and low-cost way. As for the Jiangxi case, 531,629 travel photos
were used. It is quite challenging to gather photos from so many users by traditional methods.
In the future, we plan to explore the tourism image of Jiangxi from more perspectives. Currently,
only the physical travel scenes were extracted from photos to represent travel images. It is expected to
combine with a new classification algorithm [42] to evaluate the beauty of tourism scenes in photos.
In this way, the emotional image can be perceived. For instance, the beauty of a scenic spot in
different seasons can be compared, as the peak season of passenger flow does not represent the peak
season of beauty. Additionally, the beauty of different scenic spots with the same tourist scene can be
compared. On the other hand, the information mined from the text content from SNS can be combined
to understand a more comprehensive tourism image of Jiangxi, and the difference between visual
images and semantic images can also be compared [15].
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